HONO INTERCEPT

CTF 77 PASS TO FY BO*

REPORT RELIABILITY NOT DETERMINED SAYS ENEMY CONVOY ENROUTE SILVERSAND TO FEARSOME CONDUCT SEARCH EARLIEST.

*AS RECEIVED*

PASSED BY RDO HOLLANDIA AS 190950C TO COM 3RD FLT COMAIRSWPA ALL TFC'S 3RD FLT AND 2 UNLISTED CALLS.
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NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/18/94
(ALUSNA CHUNCKING SENDS.)

SOURCE RATED B 2 STATES LARGE CONVOY ALIVE AT SABA BAY HAINAN ISLAND AFTERNOON 13TH BELIEVED FROM DIRECTION BATA CAY.
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ALUSNA STOCKHOLM

25 MARCH 1944

251711
ADAMS
SCRUGGS /JS
HUTCHINSON

251223

NCR 4123

(ALUSNA SENDS)

URDIS 251115, (Request for NOR) attached

No info here of any shipping concentration nor of convoys. Your 251115. Am Legation Helsinki reply not yet received. No info of any German troop movements in Finland but in event of evacuation believe Germans would use Åbo and Vasa rather than Helsinki and Kotka. See Vasa not ice free. Legation dispatch 930 of By War to State.
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DECLASSIFIED
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NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/12/94
MACAO REPORTS CONVOY OF TRANSPORTS AND BATTLESHIPS SOUTHBOUND EITHER END DEC OR EARLY JAN. RATED "FOOL"

LAND BASED PLANES AND CV'S SUPPLYING COVER ENROUTE MOST LIKELY THROUGH FORMOSA CHANNEL. EMBARKATION PORT NOT STATED BUT CONSIDERED PROBABLY SOUTHERN FORMOSA OR NORTHERN HAINAN ISLAND. COMMENT UNABLE VERIFY BUT RECENT CHINESE G2 REPORT STATED 2 DIVISIONS WOULD BE FORCED FROM JAP UNITS IN NORTH CHINA FOR SERVICE IN SOWESPAC. THIS MAY POSSIBLY BE THIS MOVEMENT.
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